Abstract. Realisations of associahedra with linearly non-isomorphic normal fans can be obtained by alteration of the right-hand sides of the facet-defining inequalities from a classical permutahedron. These polytopes can be expressed as Minkowski sums and differences of dilated faces of a standard simplex as described by Ardila, Benedetti & Doker (2010) . The coefficients y I of such a Minkowski decomposition can be computed by Möbius inversion if tight right-hand sides z I are known not just for the facet-defining inequalities of the associahedron but also for all inequalities of the permutahedron that are redundant for the associahedron.
Introduction
A first quick and dirty definition of a generalised permutahedron along the lines of A. Postnikov is the description of a convex polytope by inequalities P n ({z I }) := x x x ∈ R n i∈ [n] x i = z [n] and i∈I x i ≥ z I for ∅ ⊂ I ⊂ [n] , where [n] denotes the set {1, 2, · · · , n}, [18] . The classical (n − 1)-dimensional permutahedron, as described for example by G. M. Ziegler, [26] , corresponds to the choice z I = |I|(|I|+1) 2 for ∅ ⊂ I ⊆ [n]. Obviously, some of the above inequalities may be redundant for P n ({z I }) and, unless the value z I is tight, sufficiently small increases and decreases of z I for a redundant inequality do not change the combinatorial type of P n ({z I }). Although the encoding by all values z I is not efficient, Proposition 1.2 gives a good reason to specify tight values z I for all I ⊆ [n]. A subtlety not mentioned in the definition above is to require that a generalised permutahedron lies in the deformation cone of the classical permutahedron. We therefore call P n ({z I }) only a generalised permutahedron if no facet-defining hyperplane of the permutahedron is moved past any vertices, compare A. Postnikov, V. Reiner, and L. Williams, [19] . This fine distinction and additional condition is easily overlooked but essential. For example, Proposition 1.2, does not hold for arbitrary polytopes P n ({z I }), we illustrate this by a simple example in Section 5.
Our study focusses on certain realisations As c n−1 of associahedra obtained from the classical permutahedron by making some inequalities redundant and changing the right hand sides of the irredundant inequalities. Equivalently we could start with a permutahedron in the deformation cone of the classical permutahedron and make some defining inequalities redundant. These realisations are explained in more detail in Section 2 and the resulting polytopes form a subclass For any two polytopes P and Q, the Minkowski sum P + Q is defined as {p + q | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}. In contrast, we define the Minkowski difference P −Q of P and Q only if there is a polytope R such that P = Q + R. For more details on Minkowski differences we refer to [23] . We are interested in decompositions of generalised permutahedra into Minkowski sums and differences of dilated faces of the (n − 1)-dimensional standard simplex ∆ n = conv{e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n }, where e i is a standard basis vector of R n . The faces ∆ I of ∆ n are given by conv{e i } i∈I for I ⊆ [n]. If a polytope P is the Minkowski sum and difference of dilated faces of ∆ n , we say that P has a Minkowski decomposition into faces of the standard simplex. The following two results are known key observations. Lemma 1.1 ([1, Lemma 2.1]). P n ({z I }) + P n ({z ′ I }) = P n ({z I + z ′ I }).
If we consider the function I −→ z I that assigns every subset of [n] the corresponding tight value z I of P n ({z I }), then the Möbius inverse of this function assigns to I the coefficient y I of a Minkowski decomposition of P n ({z I }) into faces of the standard simplex:
Proposition 1.2 ([1, Proposition 2.3]).
Every generalised permutahedron P n ({z I }) can be written uniquely as a Minkowski sum and difference of faces of ∆ n : P n ({z I }) = I⊆ [n] y I ∆ I where y I = J⊆I (−1) |I\J| z J for each I ⊆ [n].
We now consider two realisations As c1 2 and As c2 2 of 2-dimensional associahedra in R 3 to illustrate this Minkowski decomposition and to show that the coefficients y I obtained in Proposition 1.2 can be very different. The two realised associahedra are pentagons which are obtained from the classical permutahedron by making the inequality x 1 + x 3 ≥ 3 (respectively x 2 ≥ 1) redundant. They are described by the following tight z I -values z Using Proposition 1.2, the reader may verify that We could stop here and be fascinated how the Möbius inversion relates the description by half spaces to the Minkowski decomposition. Nevertheless, we go beyond the alternating sum description for y I of Ardila, Benedetti, & Doker and prove a significantly simplified sum that consists of at most four non-zero terms for each y I . We give two combinatorial interpretations (Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2) and extract combinatorial core data for the Möbius inversion: which subsets J of I are essential to compute y I for a given associahedron As c n−1 . The essential sets J for fixed I but distinct choices c 1 and c 2 are different. To illustrate Theorem 4.2, we recompute y I for As The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarises necessary known facts about As c n−1 and indicates some occurrences of the realisations considered here in the mathematical literature. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of an up and down interval decomposition for subsets I ⊆ [n]. This decomposition is essential to prove Proposition 3.7 which gives a combinatorial characterisation of all tight values z I for As c n−1 needed to evaluate y I using Proposition 1.2. The main results, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, are then stated in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is long and convoluted and therefore deferred to Sections 6 and 7, while Theorem 4.2 is proved under the assumption of Theorem 4.1 in Section 4. To show that Theorem 4.1 does not hold for polytopes P n ({z I }) that are not contained in the deformation cone of the classical permutahedron, we briefly study a realisation of a 2-dimensional cyclohedron in Section 5. 
Figure 3. The Minkowski decomposition of As c2 2 into dilated faces of ∆ [n] .
At the same time as these results were achieved, V. Pilaud and F. Santos showed that the associahedra As c n−1 are examples of brick polytopes, [16, 17] . One of their results is that brick polytopes decompose into Minkowski sums of brick polytopes. We therefore have two distinct Minkowski decompositions of As c n−1 , one with non-negative coefficients using brick polytopes and one with possibly negative coefficients using dilated faces of a standard simplex.
Associahedra as generalised permutahedra
Associahedra form a class of combinatorially equivalent simple polytopes and can be realised as generalised permutahedra. They are often defined by specifying their 1-skeleton or graph. A theorem of R. Blind and P. Mani-Levitska, [3] , with an elegant new proof of G. Kalai, [13] , implies that the face lattice of an (n−1)-dimensional associahedron As n−1 is in fact completely determined by this graph. Now, the graph of an associahedron is isomorphic to a graph with all triangulations (without new vertices) of a convex and plane (n + 2)-gon Q as vertex set and all pairs of distinct triangulations that differ in precisely one proper diagonal 1 as edge set. Alternatively, the edges of As n−1 are in bijection with the set of triangulations with one proper diagonal removed. Similarly, k-faces of As n−1 are in bijection to triangulations of Q with k proper diagonals deleted. In particular, the facets of As n−1 are in bijection with the proper diagonals of Q. J.-L. Loday published a beautiful construction of associahedra in 2004, [14] , and this construction was generalised by C. Hohlweg and C. Lange, [11] . The latter construction explicitly describes realisations As c n−1 of As n−1 as generalised permutahedra that depend on the choice of a Coxeter element c of the symmetric group Σ n on n elements.
We now outline the construction of As 
This partition induces a c-labeling Q c of Q with label set [n + 1] 0 := [n + 1] ∪ {0} as follows. Pick two vertices of Q which are the end-points of a path with ℓ + 2 vertices on the boundary of Q, label the vertices of this path counter-clockwise increasing using the label set D c := D c ∪ {0, n + 1} and label the remaining path clockwise increasing using the label set U c . The labeling Q c has the property that the label set D c is always on the right-hand side of the diagonal {0, n + 1} oriented from 0 to n + 1, see Figure 1 for two examples. We derive values z I for some subsets I ⊂ [n] obtained from Q c using oriented proper diagonals of Q as follows. Orient each proper diagonal δ from the smaller to the larger labeled end-point of δ, associate to δ the set R δ that consists of all labels on the strict right-hand side of δ, and replace the elements 0 and n + 1 by the smaller respectively larger label of the end-points contained in U c if possible. For each proper diagonal δ we have R δ ⊆ [n] but obviously not every subset of [n] is of this type if n > 2. Now set
compare Table 1 for the two examples of Figure 1 . In [11] it is shown that P n ({z c I }) is in fact an associahedron of dimension (n − 1) realised in R n for every choice of c. In other words, these associahedra are obtained from the classical permutahedron by making the inequalities redundant that do not correspond to a proper diagonal of Q c . Of course, the right-hand sidesz of Φ(∆ 3 ), we obtain precisely the Minkowski coefficients of As c1 2 with respect to the faces of the standard simplex: Figure 4 for an illustration. We can weaken this observation a little bit to obtain a statement about realisations with linear isomorphic normal fans. Such realisations have been discussed for example by C. Ceballos, F. Santos and G. M. Ziegler [6] . We note that not all realisations As c n−1 have linear isomorphic normal fans, two associahedra with linear non-isomorphic normal fans are depicted in Figure 1 . Suppose that Φ is a linear isomorphism that maps the normal fan of As c1 n−1 to the normal fan of As Figure 4 . The Minkowski decomposition of the 2-dimensional assiciahedron As c1 to compute the coefficients y I , the values for the right-hand sides have to be adjusted to the right-hand sides z c1 I of Φ(As c1 n−1 ). As a consequence, the combinatorial data that describes the simplification of the Möbius inversion of Theorem 4.1 is already determined by the geometry of the normal fan of As c n up to linear isomorphism. We end this section relating As c n to earlier work. Firstly, we indicate a connection to cambrian fans, generalised associahedra and cluster algebras and secondly to convex rank texts and semigraphoids in statistics. Thirdly, we mention some earlier appearances of specific instances of As c n−1 in the literature.
S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky introduced generalised associahedra in the context of cluster algebras of finite type, [8] , and it is well-known that associahedra are generalised associahedra associated to cluster algebras of type A. The construction of [11] was subsequently generalised by C. Hohlweg, C. Lange, and H. Thomas to generalised associahedra, [12] , and depends also on a Coxeter element c. The geometry of the normal fans of these realisations are determined by combinatorial properties of c and the normal fans are c-cambrian fans (introduced by N. Reading and D. Speyer in [20] ). Reading and Speyer conjectured the existence of a linear isomorphism between c-cambrian fans and g-vector fans associated to cluster algebras of finite type with acyclic initial seed. The notion of a g-vector fan for cluster algebra was introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky [9] , a recent preprint of Reading and Speyer [21] describes and relates cambrian and g-vector fans in detail. Reading and Speyer proved their conjecture up to an assumption of another conjecture of [9] . S.-W. Yang and A. Zelevinsky gave an alternative proof of the conjecture of Reading and Speyer in [25] . The combinatorial description of the simplified Möbius inversion and of the Minkowski decomposition (both depend only on the geometry of the normal fan as described above) are therefore linked to cluster algebras of type A with acyclic initial seed and their g-vector fans. This relation is subject of future research.
Generalised permutahedra and and therefore the associahedra As c n−1 are closely related to the framework of convex rank tests and semigraphoids from statistics as discussed by J. Morton, L. Pachter, A. Shiu, B. Sturmfels, and O. Wienand [15] . The semigraphoid axiom characterises the collection of edges of a permutahedron that can be contracted simultaneously to obtain a generalised permutahedron. The authors also study submodular rank tests, its subclass of Minkowski sum of simplices tests and graphical rank tests. The latter one relates to graph associahedra of M. Carr and S. Devadoss [5] . Among the associahedra studied in this manuscript, Loday's realisation fits to Minkowski sum of simplices and graphical rank tests.
Some instances of As c n−1 have been studied earlier. For example, the realisations of J.-L. Loday, [14] , and of G. Rote, F. Santos, and I. Streinu, [22] , related to one-dimensional point configurations, are affinely equivalent to As (a) A set S ⊆ [n] is a non-empty interval of [n] if S = {r, r + 1, · · · , s} for some 0 < r ≤ s < n.
We 
We often omit the words open and closed when we consider down and up intervals. There will be no ambiguity, because we are not going to deal with closed down intervals and open up intervals. Up intervals are always non-empty, while down intervals may be empty. It will be useful to distinguish the empty down intervals (d r , d r+1 ) Dc and (d s , d s+1 ) Dc if r = s although they are equal as sets. 
Definition 3.2 (up and down interval decomposition).
Consider all up intervals of I which are contained in (and inclusion maximal within) some intervalĨ i or E i obtained in Step 1 and denote these up intervals by 
The following example describes the up and down interval decompositions of I = R δ for all proper diagonals δ of Q c . This example is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, the proofs of these statements are left to the reader.
induced by a Coxeter element c. The proper diagonals δ = {a, b}, a < b, of the c-labeled polygon Q c are in bijection to certain non-empty proper subsets I ⊂ [n] that have an up and down interval decomposition of type (1, 0), (1, 1), or (1, 2). More precisely, we have (a) R δ = (a, b) Dc iff R δ has an up and down decomposition of type (1, 0).
compare Figure 5 for an illustration of these two cases.
has an up and down decomposition of type (1, 2). 
Proof. We only prove statement (e), the other claims are easy consequences of the definitions. The up and down interval decomposition of I guarantees I ⊆ R δ1,i for i ∈ W . Thus 
Proof 
Then P ({z Proof. The verification of the inequality is a straightforward calculation:
The second equality holds, since the sets [n] \ R δ k,ℓ are pairwise disjoint for fixed k and varying ℓ. The last inequality holds, since i∈R δ x i ≥z c R δ
for every proper diagonal δ. Since the irredundant facets of the associahedron As (1)
The main goal of this section is to provide simplified formulae for y I . The first one, given in Theorem 4.1, simplifies the standard formula for the Möbius inversion for functions defined on the boolean lattice used in Proposition 1.2 to at most four non-zero summands for each I ⊆ and describes y I as the (signed) product of two numbers measuring certain path lengths of Q c .
Both theorems can be seen as a new aspect to relate combinatorics of the labeled n-gon Q c to a construction of As holds for the facet-defining inequalities. Firstly, the coordinates of the vertices can be extracted, [14, 11] . Secondly, the facet normals and the right-hand sides for their inequalities can be computed, [11] .
From now on, we use the following notation and make some general assumptions unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. Let 
Consider a non-empty subset I ⊆ [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, k). If I is nested, we assume that the up and down interval decomposition of I is (a, b) Dc 
In this situation, we denote the smallest (respectively largest) element of I by γ (respectively Γ) and consider the following four diagonals of the c-labeled (n + 2)-gon Q c :
The proper diagonals of {δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 } form a set denoted by D I . The diagonals δ i used here should not be confused with the diagonals δ i,j obtained from the up and down interval decomposition of I introduced in the previous section. Moreover, we extend our definition of R δ and z R δ to non-proper and degenerate diagonals δ.
. Secondly, if δ = {x, y} is not a proper diagonal (different from δ = {0, n + 1} and U c = ∅), we set:
The main result is Theorem 4.1 unites two statements. Firstly, there is a more efficient way to compute the coeffients of the Minkowski decomposition of an associahedron As 
Theorem 4.1 is proved in Section 6. An example illustrating the theorem for the left associahedron As c 3 of Figure 1 (D c = {1, 3, 4} and U c = {2}) is given in Figure 6 where we also explicitly compute the y I -values for this realisation with z If I has a nested up and down interval decomposition, the signed lengths K γ and K Γ of I are integers defined as follows. |K Γ | is the number of edges of the path in
Proof. The claim is trivial if I has up and down interval decomposition of type v > 1. So we assume v = 1, set K := |R δ1 |, and observe
Thus
as well as
A direct computation shows
We now apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain the claim. If n = 2 then I = {u s } ⊆ U c is impossible, so we assume n ≥ 3 and I = {u s } ⊆ U c . We have K γ + K Γ = n + 1 since R δ2 ∪ R δ3 = [n] and R δ2 ∩ R δ3 = {u s } and from Theorem 4.2 follows
Since K Γ is a positive integer, we conclude that √ n 2 − 2n − 3 is a positive integer. In particular, n 2 −2n−3 = (n+1)(n−3) must be a square. For n = 3, we conclude K Γ = 2, that is I = U c = {2}. For n > 3 we derive the contradiction (n + 1) = r 2 (n − 3) or (n − 3) = r 2 (n − 1) for some positive integer r.
We now illustrate Theorem 4.2 by recomputing the y I -values for As Of course, we could also use Corollary 4.4. Altogether we have y I ∈ {0, 1} and As c1 2 is a Minkowski sum of faces of the standard simplex: As Thus, we obtain the follwoing Minkowski decomposition into dilated faces of the standard simplex:
recall that an illustration of this decomposition is given in Figure 3 .
A remark on cyclohedra
The canonical embedding of the hyperoctahedral group W n in the symmetric group S 2n induces realisations of cyclohedra (also known as Bott-Taubes polytopes or type B generalised associahedra, [4, 7, 24] ) using realisations As c 2n−1 of [11] for certain symmetric choices c. To obtain a cyclohedron, we intersect such an As c 2n−1 with "type B hyperplanes" x i + x 2n+1−i = 2n − 1 for 1 ≤ i < n, compare [11] for details. A 2-dimensional cyclohedron Cy One way to see that this equation does not hold is to compute the number of vertices of the polytope on the left-hand side (27 vertices) and on the right-hand side (20 vertices) using for example polymake, [10] .
A B C D Figure 7 . A 2-dimensional cyclohedron Cy 2 (black) obtained from As Recall Equation (1) which combines Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 3.7:
Suppose now that the proper diagonal δ occurs in the right-hand side of Equation (1) 
The proof is not difficult but long and convoluted, so we start with a definition and an outline. In order to simplify Equation (1) for y I , we first study the potential contribution of a diagonal δ that occurs on the right-hand side of (1). Since δ is a diagonal of the up and down interval decomposition of some non-empty subset J ⊆ I ⊂ [n], we know that δ must be a proper diagonal of Q c . Given such a diagonal δ, we study which sets S ⊆ I satisfy δ ∈ D S in order to collect all terms that involve z c R δ . The corresponding sum vanishes often. This result is obtained by a case study that depends on the up and down interval decomposition type of R δ , so we essentially analyse the cases where R δ is of type (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2) , and subcases thereof. After the necessary information is deduced for every possible diagonal δ, we further simplify the formula for y I by another case study that distinguishes whether γ or Γ is element of D c or U c .
Proof. By assumption, the set I ⊂ [n] has an up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k): A good understanding which sets S ⊆ I satisfy δ ∈ D S is essential for the simplification. The complete proof is basically a case study of these three cases.
1. R δ has up and down decomposition of type (1, 0), see Figure 8 . 
We now collect all terms forz In contrast to Case 1, R δ ⊆ I is not true in general any more. We distinguish two cases. Figure 9 Then δ = {β,b}. If S ⊆ I is a subset with δ ∈ D S then δ must be the diagonal with largest index for the nested component that uses δ. This means that the diagonal δ associated to S Figure 9 . We choose I as in Figure 8 . For δ = {6, 13}, the up and down interval decomposition of R δ is of the required sub-type of (1, 1). Moreover, δ is associated to {3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12}, {5, 6, 8, 10, 12}, {3, 6, 8, 10 , 12}, and {6, 8, 10, 12} since (2, 6) ∩ I = {3, 5} and (13, 14) ∩ I = ∅. Thus the contribution of δ to y I vanishes. The only diagonals δ associated to J ⊆ I of the required sub-type of (1, 1) and non-vanishing contribution to y I are diagonals associated to only one subset J ⊆ I, i.e. δ 3 = {3, 14} and δ 4 = {3, 13}. (1, 1) . Moreover, δ is associated to {5, 7, 8}, {5, 7, 8, 9}, {5, 7, 8, 10}, and {5, 7, 8, 9, 10} since (2, 2) ∩ I = ∅ and (8, 11) ∩ I = {9, 10}. Thus δ does not contribute to y I . The only diagonals δ associated to J ⊆ I of the required sub-type of (1, 1) that contribute to y I are diagonals associated to only one subset J ⊆ I, i.e. only δ 2 = {2, 10} contributes −(z 
Secondly, we have γ, Γ ∈ U c . Then δ = δ 3 and the contribution to y I is (−1) ) for all other subsets S ⊆ I with δ ∈ D S , in particular, we conclude R δ ⊃ R δ ∩ S. To proceed, we distinguish two cases.
i. Suppose first that δ is of type (z
) for all S ⊆ I with δ ∈ D S , see Figure 10 . As mentioned, we have R δ ⊃ R δ ∩ S. Moreover, the subsets of (a,ã) ∩ I ∪ (α, b) ∩ I are in bijection with all possible sets S that satisfy δ ∈ D S :
If there is more than one set S ⊆ I with δ ∈ D S , then collecting all the summands (z
[n] ) in the expression for y I yields a vanishing alternating sum. So suppose there is only one set S ⊆ I with δ ∈ D S as associated diagonal. Then (a,ã)∩I ∪ (α, b)∩I = ∅ and it follows that Γ =α ∈ U c andã ∈ {a, γ} ∩ D c . We note for later use that γ ∈ D c implies δ ∈ {δ 2 , δ 4 }. Therefore
[n] ) are the only possible contributions in the expression for y I . But since the corresponding subsets R δ2 ∩ I and R δ4 ∩ I differ by γ, the effective contribution to y I is (−1)
If γ ∈ U c , then δ = δ 2 and we obtain
[n] ) as contribution for y I . [6, 9] Uc with γ = 3 and Γ = 10. For δ = {2, 6}, the up and down interval decomposition of R δ is of the required sub-type of (1, 1). We have R δ = R δ ∩ I, so among all subsets J ⊆ I with δ ∈ D J there is precisely one subset (J = {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}) such that δ (associated to J) is of typez c R δ (in the expression for y I ). Thus δ contributes (−1)
[n] to y I since γ ∈ U c . The other contributing diagonals for this example and of this sub-type are proper diagonals δ with R δ = R δ ∩I and end-point a = 2, that is, δ = {2, 8} and δ = {2, 9}.
ii. Suppose now that δ is of typez c R δ for some J ⊆ I with δ ∈ D J , see Figure 11 . We have Γ = n and b = n+1 because of R δ = R δ ∩I. for δ = {a,α} withα ∈ U c and R δ = R δ ∩ I as contribution for y I . 3. R δ has up and down decomposition of type (1, 2) . Since δ is a proper and non-degenerate diagonal, we have δ = {α, β} with α, β ∈ U c and we may assume that there is u ∈ U c such that a < α < u < β < b. This in turn gives
as up and down interval decomposition for R δ . Let S ⊆ I be a set with δ ∈ D S . By arguments as before, we conclude that collecting the terms forz [n] cancel respectively. If (β, b) ∩ I = ∅ then Γ = β ∈ U c and δ = δ 4 . We note that the only contribution to y I is therefore (−1)
There is a set S ⊆ I with δ ∈ D S such that δ is of typez c R δ , see Figure 13 . In this situation we have b = n + 1, Γ = n ∈ D c , and α = γ ∈ U c since (a, α) ∩ I = ∅. There is precisely one subset S ⊆ I such that δ (associated to S) is of typez [n] to y I . We conclude that every diagonal δ = {γ, β} with β ∈ U c , [β, n] ∩ I = [β, n] and {γ, β} = {u r , u r+1 } contributes (−1)
After this analysis for the possible contributions to y I induced by proper diagonals, we now prove the claimed formula for y I . We distinguish the four possible cases:
Firstly, assume γ, Γ ∈ D c . Then δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , and δ 4 contribute to y I according to Case 1 and no other diagonal contributes according to the other cases.
Secondly, assume γ ∈ D c and Γ ∈ U c . Then δ 1 and δ 3 do contribute to y I according to Case 1 and δ 2 and δ 4 according to Case 2(b)i, but no other diagonal does. This proves the claim for the first two cases.
Thirdly, assume γ, Γ ∈ U c . Similarly, the only diagonals having a contribution to y I are δ 1 by Case 1, δ 2 by Case, 2(b)i, δ 3 by Case 2a, and δ 4 by Case 3a. Collecting these, we obtain
and the claim follows since I \ R δ2 and I \ R δ4 differ by γ.
In this situation, the only diagonals contributing to y I are δ 1 and δ 3 according to Case 1 and 
But the second and third sum cancel, so we end up with the claim.
In fact, the methods used in the proof of Proposition 6.1 suffice to prove the degenerate cases D I = {δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 } as well. But some subsets of {δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 } are not sets D I associated to a subset I ⊆ [n] and some Coxeter element c, so we analyse the possible situations first. such that D I is one of the following sets:
The proof of Part (a) is left to the reader, while the situation of Part (b) is carefully discussed in Section 7. 
Proof. The proof of the claim is a study of the 14 mentioned cases that characterise the nonempty proper subsets I ⊂ [n] with D I = {δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 }. The arguments are verbatim to the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Lemma 6.5. 
(ii) R δ3 = [n] in Case (b) of Lemma 7.2 and Case (a) of Lemma 7.5 and we have
in both cases of Lemma 7.3 and in Case (b) of Lemma 7.4 and we have
Moreover, we have γ = Γ except for Case (a) of Lemma 7.3 when γ = Γ ∈ U c .
Proof. The first case is trivial, since we only add vanishing terms to δ∈DI (−1)
The second case is a bit more involved, so first observe that γ = Γ except for Case (a) of Lemma 7.3 when γ = Γ ∈ U c . So one checks (−1) |{γ,Γ}| = (−1) |I\R δ 2 | for the first sucbcase, (−1) |{γ,Γ}| = (−1) |I\R δ 3 | for the second subcase, and (−1) |{γ,Γ}| = (−1) |I\R δ 4 |+|{γ,Γ}| for the third subcase using the description given in Section 7.
Lemma 6.6. Let I be non-empty subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k). Then
Proof. The claim for δ 2 follows from
The case for δ 3 is similar. For δ 4 we have to consider
We combine Proposition 6.1, Lemma 6.5, and Lemma 6.6 to obtain Theorem 4.1 if I ⊂ [n] has an up and down interval decomposition of type (1, w):
Corollary 6.7. Let I be non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k) and
The techniques to prove Proposition 6.1 also enable us to compute the Minkowski coefficient y I of As Proof. From δ 1 ∈ D I , we obtain (a, b) Dc = ∅, in particular, a = d r and b = d r+1 for some 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1. Thus γ, Γ ∈ U c and because of δ 4 ∈ D I we have γ = u s and Γ = u t for some 1 ≤ s < s + 1 < t ≤ u m . But then I = M for some M ⊆ [u s , u t ] Uc with u s , u t ∈ M .
